
CIO at GE Oil & Gas  

12 visible recommendations for this position: [ Edit ]  

“Bernardo is a tremendous inspiration to all the people who have worked with him, as a vendor 

project manager responsible for enhancement of IT systems at GE Oil&Gas ,I had been 

associated with him for almost an year, always beaming with an unflagging energy and having 

an incredible attention to detail,he does manage to make you perform at your peak potential,I 

would always look forward to work with him again and wish him all the best for the future !” 

June 30, 2009  

Vikram Sharma , Project Manager - Operations JJ(Nuovo Pignone) , Tata Consultancy Services 

Limited  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“I had the privilege to work with Bernardo twice during our shared time at GE. First, while I was 

on GE's Corporate Audit Staff - while Bernardo was at GE Money. Later, while Bernardo was 

CIO of GE Oil & Gas, we again worked together. I am grateful to Bernardo for his support while 

I came up to speed in my role (in both cases), taking time to introduce me to key people, as well 

as outline key technologies in use. His active support was critical to my current success.” April 

1, 2009  

Heather Gillbanks , Manager – Solution Architecture , General Electric  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo supported the introduction of Servigistics in Oil&Gas. Thanks to his great expertise 

and business acumen, he was able to drive the team with the right data and perspective, allowing 

to build an effective contract and environment, which allowed to execute the project on time and 

on costs. Bernardo acted as a real coach and his great vision as well as his 360 deg. perspective 

were really a great asset for the project.” February 27, 2009  

Francesco Brandi , Material Management Leader , GE Oil & Gas Global Services  

worked directly with Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo is a great CIO who understands the business needs, listens carefully to all parties’ 

concerns, and then makes the business impacts. He leads by examples and I have great respect 

for him.” April 11, 2008  

Tuan Nguyen , Technology Leader , GE Infrastructure  

reported to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo takes ownership of projects and drives results. He's a pleasure to work with and is 

focused on process improvements, standardization resulting in savings. Bernardo is a team 

player, good listener and offers ideas to solve complex concerns.” April 11, 2008  

Bruce Fratto , Sourcing Leader IT/Telecom , General Electric  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo has worked in Oil&Gas as CIO and my boss for the past 2 years. During his time here 

he has increased the number of global ERP projects delivered to our internal customers while 

keeping under full control IT costs.He has also built the IT strategy for sustaining the company 

growth. Bernardo is today highly respected by his former teams for his willingness to help, learn 

and coach anyone anytime.” March 31, 2008  

Angela Grisafi , IT Controller , GE  

reported to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“An outstanding CIO and manager; Incredibly talented and keeps everyone motivated, on the 

right path and is always available with his support. Bernardo's exceptional experience along his 

inclusive management style and coaching of his teams has empowered many of us to succeed 
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and improve on making clear business-focused decisions from a multitude of inputs and 

priorities. Most impressive of Bernardo is he's always available with an ear to listen or a call to 

help. An valuable mentor in life.” March 22, 2008  

Richard Ratcliffe , IM Project Manager , GE  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo is one of the most experienced CIO’s I have worked with; he is excellent at making 

business-focused decisions that are scalable. He excels at defining the big picture and the steps it 

takes to build it. He keeps everyone motivated and aligned to the organization goals that impact 

the bottom line and growth. He has always taken personal interest in his teams growth and their 

success.” February 25, 2008  

Kashif Rana , IM Leader- Global Functions , GE  

reported to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Extremely clever and capable. A great leader with always a clear business strategic vision well 

shared and communicated. Plenty of new ideas and energy. Extremely available and supportive. I 

admire his capability to manage an unbelievable amout of tasks at same time and keep the right 

focus on everything. It has been extremely nice to work with him.” January 15, 2008  

Gaetano Arcuri , Network Manager , GE  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“In an industry of many thought leaders and innovators, I was quickly able to identify Bernardo 

as a leader amongst even the industry's very best. I am honored to say he is an esteemed 

contributor to The CIO Forum.” April 13, 2007  

Banner Conanan bconanan@richmondevents.com , Delegate Manager , Richmond Events, Inc.  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo is one of the most global and networked person I've come across. He brings in a great 

deal of experience, knowledge and energy to work and has a strong yet clear style of leadership. 

Working with him has been an absolute pleasure and dare I say he gets the best out of you!” 

January 12, 2007  

Guru Prasad Acharya , Business Relationship Manager , TCS  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

“Bernardo is the most global executive I worked with. He understands the nuances of culture and 

operates exceptionally well in virtual teams. His communication skills and ability to work in the 

environments of uncertainty are outstanding.” June 13, 2006  

Anna A. Tavis , Head of Talent , Nokia  

was with another company when working with Bernardo at GE Oil & Gas  

CIO Oil & Gas at GE Infrastructure  

1 visible recommendation for this position: [ Edit ]  

“Bernardo is a very passionate person that offered an incredible support to the one of the General 

Electric leadership programs, helping and offering his best to the new IT talents in General 

Electric.” September 22, 2008  

Alejandro Aquino Navarro , IMLP , General Electric  

reported to Bernardo at GE Infrastructure  

CTO at GE Money  

5 visible recommendations for this position: [ Edit ]  
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“Bernardo is a tireless visionary and technical strategist. Bernardo spread his visionary message 

throughout the organization and without fail, received full support from all major parties. He is 

quite an influential person when explaining the many merits of his vision. Bernardo did not 

implement new technology for technology's sake, but he embraced new technolgies and 

developed assessments to determine the best course of action needed by the organization.” June 

4, 2008  

Peter Dvornek , Consultant / Global Leader for GE Money , Birlasoft  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Money  

“Bernardo is a great leader to work with. He used to guide us to reach the goal and used to give 

us the direction to work towards. I will always look forward to working with Bernardo.” 

February 7, 2008  

Anindita Chatterjee , Assistant Vice President , GE Money India  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Money  

“Bernardo is an exceptional leader with a global perspective. In addition to his expertise and 

industry knowledge, I was impressed by Bernardo's integrity.” August 8, 2007  

Kelly Frey , Attorney , Baker Donelson  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Money  

“Bernardo's vision of globally leveraged banking systems will lead to sustainable competitive 

advantages for a crucially important engine of growth at GE. He personifies the culture of 

excellence and flexible thinking for which his company is famous.” May 16, 2007  

Paul M. Sussman , Vice President , Gartner  

was with another company when working with Bernardo at GE Money  

“It was a pleasure working with Bernardo. For such a senior professional, he is immensly 

accessible and always returned your calls, everytime you called him! His deep insights and quick 

decision making ability, coupled with the independence he gave to you run your own show and 

take risks, made working with Bernardo a highly enriching experience.” May 2, 2007  

Anupam Shringi , Assistant Vice President , GE Money  

reported to Bernardo at GE Money  

CTO at GE Consumer Finance  

5 visible recommendations, 2 hidden recommendations for this position: [ Edit ]  

“Bernardo is a business focused technology executive who drives for strong results in every 

situation. His direct approach and ability to manage major inititiatves have made him a 

tremendous success.” January 25, 2007  

Andrew Morawski , Senior Vice President of Sales and Global Accounts , Telstra Incorporated  

was a consultant or contractor to Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

“I have had the pleasure of working with Bernardo Nicoletti for many years whilst he served in a 

variety of roles at GE Consumer Finance. He is a complete professional and is passionate about 

everything that he responsible for. Of particular note is the relationships that Bernardo has 

fostered over the years. One notable relationship is that with the graduate program people. 

Bernardo would often invest many hours coaching and cultivating them, because after all, they 

are the future leaders of our business. Bernardo got promoted and is now the CIO of GE Oil and 

Gas. I have no doubt in my mind that Bernardo is making a big difference with the talent in that 

business too.” December 18, 2006  

Jenny Gee Wah , IT Project Manager , GE Consumer Finance  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  
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“Bernardo was an important point of reference during my job. He is a person with a deep 

experience” October 23, 2006  

Sergio Bruno , Chief Information Officer , GE Money Bank  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

“A true leader with a vision that will take the organization to the next level. He is perfect with 

breaking down complex issues in simple and easy to understand language.” February 20, 2006  

Raj Bhatia , Project Coordinator , GE Consumer Finance  

worked with Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

“Bernardo, is a seasoned IT Executive, with significant experience in all IT trades. In a 'no 

nonsense's style, he managed all the country affairs in an in-depth manner. His ability to know 

each single country, issues, technical and business environment add significantly to the 

performance of GECF IT. Moving on to another business, he definitely leaves a big gap.” 

February 19, 2006  

Axel Winter  

reported to Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

“Bernardo is a very reliebale, pro-active manager. Excellent organizational and presentation 

skills. Very nice to work with. Highly recommended!” January 16, 2006  

Andrey Belomorskikh  

worked indirectly for Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

“Bernado is a very forward-looking top manager with a reputation for "getting things done."” 

August 11, 2004  

Dominic Siano , E-Business IT Leader , General Electric  

worked directly with Bernardo at GE Consumer Finance  

Program VP at GE Capital  

2 visible recommendations for this position: [ Edit ]  

“I've known Bernardo since 1989 and have seen him perform well at all assignments given him. 

He speaks several languages fluently and is a true global asset to any organization. He is able to 

discuss very complex subjects with ease at any level within the organization. Bernardo is a 

highly skilled professional who can be depended upon. He is reliable, conscientious, dependable, 

and honest. He consistently delivers on his commitments and is an excellent leader.” February 

20, 2009  

Mike Stout , GE Capital CIO , GE  

managed Bernardo at GE Capital  

“Bernardo is a highly skilled professional who gives his full dedication to any task that is 

assigned to him. As a team member, he consistently delivers on his commitments and does not 

hesitate to lend a helping hand to his team mates. As a leader, he is fully accountable for the 

success of his team and never fails to motivate and coach his team in their drive towards a 

common goal.” April 28, 2008  

Chew Yin Bah , Service Delivery Leader , GE Money  

worked directly with Bernardo at GE Capital  

CTO at Alitalia Airlines  

2 visible recommendations for this position: [ Edit ]  

“I woldlike to introduce Bernardo as one of the most professional and skilled persons I've 

working with when I was teaching at LUISS University.” December 7, 2007  
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Sirianni Carlo , Professor , Università degli Studi di Salerno  

worked directly with Bernardo at Alitalia  

“At the time Bernardo arrived I had just been given the task to create an in house Advertising 

Agency as GM Marketing Communications, whilst retaining my GM Product Marketing tasks 

and organisation. Bernardo was instrumental in supporting a new com-system and rapid response 

services. He had a highly pragmatic and solution solving approach and gave the project a strong 

support.” November 30, 2007  

Albert A. Denzler von Botha , GM, VP, SVP , ALITALIA  

worked with Bernardo at Alitalia Airlines  
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